
   
 

 

Steph G (host): Welcome to Harder to Kill Radio, a top-rated health and fitness podcast. 
It's Steph Gaudreau, your host. This show is all about finding out what it 
takes to build unbreakable humans, and passing that knowledge onto 
you, so you can unleash your inner badass and change the world. We 
have another amazing guest on the show this week, so let's do this. 
Thank you so much for joining me this week on Harder to Kill radio, I'm 
really excited about this week's guest. She is a phenomenal woman with 
a really cool accent, and her mission is to help change the conversation 
about women and hormones. She'll be introducing you to her six pillars of 
balance, and telling you more about her amazing new book. All right, so 
let's welcome to the show, Miss Angelique Panagos. Remember, please 
rate and subscribe the show on iTunes, it really does help new people 
find the show who would normally not otherwise. All right, let's jump in. 

 Thank you so much for joining us this week on Harder to Kill Radio, I'm 
really pleased and so excited to talk with my guest today. She is a 
wonderful woman who is out in the world helping other women in 
particular optimize their hormonal health, and she has a new book that is 
coming out here in the states, and has already been out in the UK. We're 
going to dig right into it today, and hopefully give you, the listener, some 
takeaway points to help find balance in your life. I'd like to welcome to the 
show, Miss Angelique Panagos. 

Angelique P: Hi, thanks for having me. 

Steph G (host): Hi, yeah, you're welcome. I love that this show has become so 
international, and it just, I don't know, social media, that's how we've 
connected, right? 

Angelique P: Yeah, absolutely. I was thinking about that today, I was like, "Wow, the 
power of social media and the power of technology." 

Steph G (host): It's crazy to me. I mean, and so we were sort of talking before we 
recorded, you are originally from South Africa but living in the UK, my 
husband is from the UK, from Scotland, some of our best friends in the 
world live in New Zealand. I mean, holy cow, when you sort of think about 
the fact that your book now, The Balance Plan, so let me name the book, 
because that's just not nice, The Balance Plan, Six Steps to Optimize 
Your Hormonal Health, when you think about your book is now getting 
ready to release in an international market, how does that make you feel? 

Angelique P: Oh my God, that's how it makes me feel. When the book came out here, I 
was already beside myself, I was like, "I can't believe this is actually 
happening." Then my friends and family were getting it in South Africa, 
and I thought, "Oh wow, you can get it there," and then they showed me 
the cover for the US, and I thought, "Okay, this has just got real, all right?" 
[inaudible 00:03:13] I might have added some other words into that 
sentence. Yeah, it feels incredible and really humbling, I feel quite 



   
 

privileged to be in this position, to be able to reach so many women and 
to build this tribe to just help each other. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. You know, so the subtext of this show is finding people like 
yourself who are out in the world helping others when it comes to nutrition 
and fitness and mindset, and all of these things that go together to sort of 
build unbreakable humans. Every time I have a new guest on the show, 
I'm always like, "I just want to talk to you about why you love to do what 
you do," because those make for the most flowy, interesting, engaging 
conversations. I would love to know, and I mean everybody has their 
whole story of like, "How did I get here?", but I think it will shed a lot of 
light on why you wrote this book. Every day, you're showing up in the 
world for your clients and on social media and on your website, and I'd 
love to know what some of the sort of relevant points are that really led 
you up to this moment, because it sounds like you have a lot of personal 
experience that's influenced your journey. 

Angelique P: Absolutely. I always say that I got into what I do now first to fix myself, 
and then I thought if I could fix myself, I could be in the best possible 
position to help others. I am Greek/Italian, and born and bred in sunny 
South Africa, and that definitely gave me the license to eat, and we did a 
lot of eating. Any social event was focused around food, whether you 
were being praised or told off for something, there was a meal involved, 
so I had quite an interest in eating in my youth. I was lucky, because my 
mum was always into naturopathy and homeopathy, and so I had a 
foundation in that. In my 20s, I lost my way completely, and I partied like a 
rock star and I drank loads, I ate so badly, and I just started piling on the 
weight. 

 Before I knew it, I was 10 kilos heavier than what I was before, and I 
decided I wanted to lose weight. I went completely the wrong way about 
it, and I ended up with eating disorders. First, it started off as [inaudible 
00:05:47], so I would only eat what I thought was healthy, but then 
unfortunately, it moved into full blown anorexia, bulimia, and then 
obsessive compulsive overeating as well. 

Steph G (host): Wow. 

Angelique P: Roundabout that time, while all that was happening, my hormones got 
into an absolute mess. I don't know if you're familiar with the saying, 
"Your genes load the gun, but your environment pulls the trigger." 

Steph G (host): For sure, yeah. 

Angelique P: That's totally what happened with me. I'm predisposed to have a thyroid 
disorder, because it's so much in my family, but nothing more showing at 
that time, it was only when I started really abusing my body with food and 
overexercising. I used to, if I think back now what I did to my body, it was 
unbelievable, the resilience of it all. I developed Hashimoto's, which is 
autoimmune thyroid condition, and that attacked my thyroid and left me 
with hypothyroidism, so underactive thyroid, and I also had a period like 



   
 

Armageddon. [inaudible 00:06:53], I just had no idea when, and it was 
terrible because I had PMS constantly for three months at a time. 

Steph G (host): Oh wow. 

Angelique P: Basically, I didn't know if I was a cow, or if I had PMS, I couldn't work it 
out for myself at that time. I was bloated and uncomfortable, and I was 
actually diagnosed with polycystic ovaries. I had all the symptoms of it, 
the belly fat, my hair falling out, just that complete hormonal mess. I got to 
the point where I actually thought to myself that I needed to fix myself, I 
felt broken. I felt like I couldn't string a sentence together, my brain wasn't 
functioning, and yet I was still eating like high sugary foods and 
carbohydrate-type foods and drinking a lot and not sleeping, and then 
killing myself in the gym, like exercising because I was angry with my 
body, and putting so much stress on myself, which was unbelievable. 

 I actually consulted with a nutritionist, and three months later, I was 
enrolled in the same course that she had done, and I embarked on my 
journey to become a nutritional therapist. 

Steph G (host): Wow, and I want to talk about that as well, but just sort of going back to 
what you were talking about, when you say that you lost your way, I'm 
curious to know for you, was that sort of a ... It's easy to look back, you 
look back and it's like hindsight is 20/20, and you can connect all the dots 
and you're like, "Oh, I see how that happened," but when you were in that 
period of your life, was it almost like, when you felt like you were losing 
your way and you were indulging and drinking and eating everything in 
sight, I mean was that like a gradual sort of decline for you, or was there 
something that you can point to, a moment, something someone said, 
that was like almost a trigger to that, looking back? 

Angelique P: I think looking back, the trigger came for me to start wanting to fix myself 
was definitely from what someone said. The decline to where I had gotten 
to was more of me becoming, it's almost like going into a spiral, so you 
start on the outside and you go right into the eye of it all. You start with 
partying really hard and having such a good time, and then from there, it's 
like suddenly you become a bit more fatigued, and then what do you do to 
help with the fatigue? Well, you take stimulants, and so you have coffee, I 
mean I ended up an eight-coffee a day person. 

Steph G (host): Wow. 

Angelique P: I was basically like hopping myself up with coffee, and then I couldn't 
sleep at night so I was drinking wine, so I call it the coffee and wine diet. 
Before you know it, you actually don't realize that you are in that, but then 
it was, now that you said that, I actually haven't thought about this for 
ages, but I can vividly remember which photo it was taken of me. I was 
21, I was managing restaurants at that stage, so I was a young manager, 
and it was a seafood restaurant, and there was a lot of chips, a lot of fries, 
and I could eat as many as I wanted. The weight definitely piled on, and 
there's a photo that I have with a green top, and I remember looking at it 



   
 

thinking, "Wow, I've put on so much weight." I joked with one of the chefs, 
I said, "Why have you allowed me to put on this weight?" 

 He said, "You're the only one that's in control of what you eat," and now 
that you've said that, I remember that clearly now, and that's when I 
started dieting and completely going the opposite way, and developing 
disordered eating, which led into eating disorders. 

Steph G (host): You know, and so that brings up another question in my mind, which is, 
was there ever a point at which this felt like your new normal? I mean, we 
hear that phrase so often in how ... I mean, I've had things about my sort 
of health past and health journey as well, where I was like, "This is just 
how it is, like I have no energy." I didn't drink coffee all day, but I would 
stop by the local convenience store and buy diet Coke and M&M's, so 
sugar and caffeine as well, but I would sort of rely on that every day and 
had so many things that I was just like, "You know, I guess this is just my 
lot in life." Did you ever have that feeling, or were you a little bit more 
aware of the fact that something was wrong? 

Angelique P: I got to a point where I thought, it's exactly that, "This is how life is," you're 
tired, and you don't start connecting the dots either. Yes, I'm tired, but I 
also haven't had a period for three months, I'm constipated, I'm bloated, 
so you don't start putting all those things together, so the puzzle pieces 
together, because you're so in it and you just think, "Well, this is normal." I 
remember, like yours was M&M's, mine was [inaudible 00:12:21] that they 
sell over here, I used to have them like on me permanently, because I just 
used to [inaudible 00:12:27] myself up with them. I see this so much in 
clinic now, and I guess that's why I can relate to it, to the ladies that I work 
with, it's just that we walk around feeling like low-grade terrible, and it 
becomes your new normal, and that's a problem. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. When you sort of had this, I guess if you will, this change, this 
moment where you were working with your nutritionist and all of that stuff, 
I mean what did you do that started to change things with how you felt? 
Because some of the things you describe, I mean this isn't just like, "Oh, 
you know I'm struggling making choices," necessarily, this is like, "I've got 
really serious issues, especially around food," I mean how do you start to 
unravel that and go on this journey? I mean, it sounds like, "I'm going to 
go on this journey now," but what was that like, what were some of the 
things you had to face? 

Angelique P: I think first, I had to get over the fact that I was petrified, and it's actually 
something that I posted about today. It's like, "What are you afraid of?", 
and you're afraid of who you'll be if you start making changes. Like, "Who 
am I going to be if I suddenly have to stop drinking coffee?", or I 
remember when I used to smoke, I used to smoke and I used to smoke 
while I was driving, and I thought, "Oh, how boring will my car journey be 
if I don't smoke?" It's simple things like that that you actually, fear holds 
you back, that's something my husband always says to me. At that point, I 
think it definitely was a fear of making a change that stopped me initially 
from doing anything.  



   
 

 Then I got to the point where feeling so rubbish, I just couldn't handle it 
anymore, and like the taste of the food that I was eating and the lifestyle 
just didn't taste as good as what I thought I could feel like. I had to do 
everything, I had to do a complete lifestyle change, but the things that got 
me noticing stuff initially was just making simple changes to the diet, 
where suddenly I had a bit more energy, I was able to poop. I keep 
bringing this up, I talk about poo a lot because it's so important, and if 
you're not pooing or if you're pooing too much, these are signs that the 
body gives us. That's another thing, we are so lucky that the body gives 
us these little signs. I always say, like if I had to take the palm of your 
hand and keep tapping it with my finger, eventually you'll zone out that 
sound or that feeling, and that's what we do. 

 We go through life, and then suddenly we're not noticing that we feel 
exhausted, or we're not noticing the headaches that we're having 
continuously, or we're not noticing the bloating, the burping, the farting, 
the everything that comes with it. It's just about taking a moment and also 
acknowledging those, and to know that it's not the normal, and starting 
small. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, one of the things I think I run across with folks I work with, and I'm 
sure that you work with as well, is this idea of, "Okay, stuff has been really 
bad, I have either a wake up call of some sort, or I just have a moment of 
clarity where enough is enough, and I decide that I'm going to make some 
changes, and then I change everything all at one time," because that's 
what you do, right? You're like, "I'm sick of this crap, I am sick of it, I am 
done," and so you try to change everything, and then you get 
overwhelmed.  

Angelique P: And you end up changing nothing. 

Steph G (host): Right. I mean, I know you said sort of, "Make simple changes," but what 
are some examples of things that you recommend folks do? I'm sure it's 
probably personal depending on the person, but what are some ways that 
you help people make some simple changes, or things that you suggest 
folks do? Because you're just like, "Okay, well we're going to make some 
changes to the way you eat," but in a practical sense, what would that 
look like? 

Angelique P: Just on that point, it's about consistency above perfection, it's about 
making those changes and consistently trying to bring them into your life, 
and making it a lifestyle change. For example, if you're having a diet, so 
you wake up in the morning and maybe start with a cup of coffee, and 
then you're having a croissant or a pan au chocolat, or a bowl of cereal, 
and then for lunch you're having a pasta, and then for dinner, pizza. Now, 
this is quite a normal western diet. We need to start making changes right 
at the roots, and reducing the amount of caffeine you're having. I'm not 
saying never have a cup of coffee again, but like really take stock, like 
how much are you having? 



   
 

 Maybe bringing in some more proteins, so starting your day with a 
protein-rich breakfast, as opposed to this refined rubbish. Basically, if 
you're having dessert for breakfast, it's not a good breakfast. That could 
be a simple change that you do, so just focusing on one meal, just focus 
on your breakfast, start bringing in some protein, have some eggs. 
Scramble some eggs, it takes two minutes to scramble eggs. Scramble 
some eggs, throw in some spinach, throw in some tomatoes, and then 
you've already brought in some veggies into your diet as well. 

Steph G (host): For sure, I like those ideas, I'm all about the protein-rich breakfast over 
here. 

Angelique P: Yes, it was the one thing that totally changed how I felt, like my mood 
changed, my energy changed, my skin changed, my hair changed, it was 
bringing in that protein, and it was protein with every meal or snack. It 
doesn't have to be eating a wild boar, you know you can have different 
types of protein, and really mix it up as well. 

Steph G (host): That's awesome, yeah. I feel like the start to the day, I don't know about 
you, but if you can sort of at least kick the day off right, then you either 
feel better, or you're like, "Oh, okay, I actually did that and I followed 
through," so then that motivation carries over. We all know that you get to 
the end of the day, you know I even lose momentum sometimes, you're 
just tired depending on what you've done that day and you're just like, 
"Okay, you know I'm ready to smooth sail into bedtime here," but I feel 
like, yeah, you're right, the start of the day is just such a great time to at 
least, you're like, "Okay, I'm not super duper worn out and have no 
willpower, I just got up, like let's kick it off right." 

Angelique P: If you've just gotten up and you actually feel like you haven't slept at all, 
that's another very good reason to start having your protein-rich 
breakfast, like we're wired and tired, so we're exhausted, we don't sleep 
at night, but then we can't wake up in the morning. It's the modern day life 
curse, we're totally stressed, we're like little heads with legs running 
around, one thing to the next. We're living as though we've like taken a 
lion as a pet, we've got this majestic lion next to us, all proud looking at 
this lion, but it's going to eat me any second now, so we're like constantly 
on high alert. This is having epic knock on effects on our health. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. That's a great transition and segue to start talking a little bit 
about this amazing book that you've written. First, I'm just sort of curious 
to know, because I've written a book and I know people are like, "Just 
write a book, it'll be fine, it'll be easy." I mean, there's something to be 
said about you're super passionate about the topic and at least that's not 
a struggle, but I mean so when you decide to write a book, there's a lot of 
commitments, you're like, "I'm all in." Why take this message then to the 
medium of print? I'm sure you could keep working with clients in person or 
focus on your online stuff, but why were you really sure that this had to go 
out as a book? 



   
 

Angelique P: I think that goes back to like my personal journey as well. It didn't end, like 
suddenly I'm a nutritional therapist and everything is perfect, ta-da, hell 
no, definitely not like that. I've unfortunately experienced two 
miscarriages, and it was the most horrific experience of my life. At the 
same time, I felt really grateful that I could learn from them, and it's very 
tree-huggy, but I think we should all have a tree at some point, but I 
learned so much about myself. Again, it really ignited that passion about 
hormonal health. When the opportunity to write the book, when I started 
speaking to my publishers and I had actually fallen pregnant for the third 
time, and I thought, "I need to be able to spread this message. I've got 
polycystic ovaries, I'm hypothyroid, I've had a history of eating disorders, 
and I'm in my late 30s, and I'm able to have turned that around and fallen 
pregnant naturally three times." 

 I was just thinking, "Dear God, let this one stick." I did, I needed to share 
that, and I thought, "What a brilliant way to be able to do it, through a 
book, where I can reach so many more people, and really help people to 
build that sense of tribe and sense of belonging and sense of, 'I'm not 
doing this all by myself.'" I did write the book pregnant, and which made it 
even more important for me to get the message across. When Isabella 
was born, I was just like, "I can't wait to share this with women." That light 
at the end of the tunnel like, "Guys, I did it, I got here, but damn, it was 
hard [inaudible 00:22:53] do this together." 

Steph G (host): I love that, and thank you for your candor and sharing that, it's I mean, for 
sure very personal. I find people are, or women especially are talking 
about these things more often, but I really think the silence about these 
sorts of things is what makes them even harder. 

Angelique P: Totally. I actually, after my first miscarriage, I blogged about it. I blogged 
about it because I thought, "No one speaks about miscarriage, and you 
know what? I'm going through the shit-est time of my life, and I just feel 
like I just have to carry on. I need to tell someone that this has 
happened." Then I looked at the statistics, and so many women miscarry, 
and I'm thinking, "Why has no one spoken about this? I don't understand." 
The messages that I got from that blog were incredible, where women 
were saying, "Thank you, no one is talking about it." I thought, "Oh, I hope 
I never have to blog about it again," and then second miscarriage, I 
blogged about it again, and I was just like, "Look, this has happened, it's 
happened twice," and people messaged me [inaudible 00:24:10] had 
three, I just had four miscarriages, and I'm thinking, "Why don't we know 
about this?" 

 I really wanted to lift the lid on that taboo of not talking about it, I don't 
know if that's something from the 1920s, but we need to lose that, 
because it's part of my healing journey as well to talk about it. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely, and you know even stuff like PCOS and period stuff, you 
know I feel like I think we're making progress. I say "we" sort of 
collectively as this community online, if you will, in saying, "Okay, this stuff 
happens to women, this is part of what makes us a woman," and you talk 



   
 

about this a lot in your book. Just kind of zooming back out again, I love 
this because I got a copy of your book and it came with a little page and 
these little statements. If you say, "I can't function without coffee, I need 
my daily fix of chocolate, I look puffy and retain fluid easily, I'm hungrier 
than I used to be but never feel satisfied, I have terrible mood swings I 
can't control, I struggle to lose weight no matter what I try," these are all 
signs that there's some kind of hormonal stuff going on. I know hormones 
are, this is like a giant topic. 

Angelique P: Yeah, how many hours have you got? 

Steph G (host): I know, how many hours is this podcast? I'm sort of curious to know if you 
can give us a quick primer on, like let's pick PCOS, I mean that's 
obviously very personal to you, but give us sort of an idea of how all of 
this stuff works together when it comes to hormones. 

Angelique P: That's the key, they work in synergy. If your hormones are balanced, it's 
like this graceful Viennese waltz, everything is going perfectly. So many 
of us are doing the Hokey Pokey, using the wrong feet. It was actually 
one Zumba class that I was in, everyone went left and I went right, and it 
was just before my period, and I thought, "That's exactly what's 
happening with my hormones, like everything else is going left, and I'm on 
the way to the right," but it's so true. Everything works in synergy, and 
when we think about hormones, like when do we think about them? We 
probably think about them at puberty, when it's that time of the month and 
we've got some cramps, or whether we're trying to start a family, or 
perimenopause and menopause, but the actual truth is that hormones are 
functioning every single day of our life, all day. 

 They definitely work in synergy, and it's not only progesterone and 
estrogen, we've got lots of other hormones including testosterone. Sorry 
boys, it's not only you. We've got thyroid hormones and we've got the 
stress hormones and we've got insulin, which is our blood sugar regulator 
and storage hormone, and they all interplay with each other all the time. If 
you're highly stressed, for example ... We break down hormones, we eat 
the foods, mainly fats and cholesterol get broken down into our sex 
hormones, and that is progesterone, estrogen and testosterone, and that 
all works in a pathway, so we're taking the cholesterol, that gets broken 
down into something called [pregnenolone 00:27:37], then that gets 
broken down into progesterone, and then that gets [inaudible 00:27:42] 
and testosterone and estrogen. 

 [inaudible 00:27:45] that pregnenolone also goes down another pathway 
of progesterone and cortisol, which is our stress hormone. Now, the 
message of stress overrides any other message in the body, and I need 
to say it again, it overrides any other message in the body, and that's 
because the lion has just walked into the room and it's about to eat you. 
You do not need to be digesting your food, you do not need to be making 
a baby, you need to be getting out of the lion's way, or it's going to eat 
you. When we're under this high stress, the body naturally favors to make 
more cortisol, and that's where we can actually get less sex hormones, 



   
 

and that's where we can start having an issue with our period and with 
fertility and with more of those symptoms in menopause and 
perimenopause. 

 On top of that, it can also have a knock on effect on our thyroid health. 
Thyroid is our master metabolism, if you've got cold hands and feet, your 
eyes feel gritty, your hair is falling out, you're fatigued, you can't maintain 
your weight, those could be signs that your thyroid is taking some strain. 
High levels of cortisol also block out thyroid hormones. I was just going to 
talk about insulin. We live in a world where convenience is at its highest, 
you can go to the post office and buy sweets, and you can buy them 
anywhere. There's no longer this "sweets on Saturday only", we're just 
continuously grazing on sweets. That has a knock on effect on our 
hormones, all our hormones, because insulin is activated when we eat 
high sugary and carbohydrate-y foods, and that elevated insulin can 
cause our ovaries to produce more testosterone and estrogen. 

 It can also have a knock on effect on symptoms like paracystic ovaries, 
symptoms that you get with that, so whether that's acne or [hersotisms 
00:29:54], so growing hair on your face, losing it on your head, those are 
all symptoms, and belly fat and insulin resistance. Those, again, you 
know just looking at insulin resistance, where the body starts saying, 
"Hey, I'm not listening to the call of insulin anymore," and we've got this 
circulating blood sugar, that is a pre-diabetic marker. These are not things 
to play around with. 

Steph G (host): I think this is one of the best descriptions, by the way, not to interrupt you, 
but the best descriptions of like how all these things, sort of the major 
players and how they all work together that I've heard in a really long 
time, so this is awesome, thank you. 

Angelique P: Good, you're welcome. I also like to think of hormones like a well-working 
factory. You've got your MD right at the top, hypothalamus talking to your 
pituitary, which is like your operations manager, and then he talks to your 
managers, and that could be your thyroid or your ovaries or you adrenals, 
and then they talk to the workforce, which is all your cells. It's a tiered 
system and it works really well, but what it also does is it has a great 
feedback loop, so if you've got too much of a hormone, it will stop the 
production. If you've got too little of a hormone, it will ramp up the 
production. 

Steph G (host): For sure. I have a question that I'm like dying to ask you, which is, how do 
you help people who come to you and say, "All right, Angelique, I am so 
well-read on all this stuff, like I've read every blog online, I've almost put 
myself in a stressed out state because I am stressed about my hormones. 
The stress that I have about my hormones is making it worse."? I find this 
happens a lot, we've got people who, on one side of the spectrum, folks 
who are just like, "I had no idea this was a thing, like holy crap, this is 
blowing my mind right now because she's opening my eyes to the fact 
that this stuff all exists," and then on the other side of the spectrum, we 
have the folks who are like, "I have read every blog, read every book, 



   
 

tried everything, I am acutely aware of all this stuff, and yet I'm still really 
stressed about it and it's probably making things worse." Like how do you 
help those folks who are in that category? 

Angelique P: I see that a lot in clinic as well, and first, I would say that Dr. Google 
doesn't know everything, and we're all biochemically individual, so what 
works for me may not work for you, and we have to take in to that 
biochemical individuality into account, so there's no one size fits all. We 
have to bring in the lifestyle factors as well, so if you're so stressed about 
making changes, then we need to stop those changes, and we need to 
work on your stress response, if that means meditation, deep breathing, 
going for long walks, doing some forest [inaudible 00:33:02], like really 
getting to grips with stimulating our parasympathetic nervous system. 

 We've got two nervous systems, parasympathetic and sympathetic, and 
that sympathetic is the one where you're breathing a lot in your chest, and 
it's that go go go go go, and you're on the go and you're on it all the time, 
that's the one where digestion and hormones don't happen. Then you get 
your parasympathetic nervous system, which is your relaxing nervous 
system, and that's where your digestion happens and your hormones 
happen. What we need to do is we need to switch you into that 
parasympathetic nervous system, and there's so many beautiful 
techniques and so many amazing, talented people whose podcasts you 
can listen to, whose classes you can attend. 

 I get all my clients to get four seven breathing, I have that in the book as 
well, and it's really simple. It's just really barely breathing, and I 
emphasize that, because as a woman, I feel like we've been taught to pull 
our stomachs in. 

Steph G (host): Yes yes yes. 

Angelique P: I remember when I first started, I was like, "Hang on, I breathe from my 
lungs, which are up here." Yes, but your diaphragm, it's like when you 
stoke a fire, you have to have the whole action of breath. It's about getting 
to suck in your stomach, breathing out, and breathing in for the count of 
four, and then breathing out for the count of seven, and doing that when 
you wake up in the morning 10 times, before you go to bed 10 times, 
anytime you feel slightly stressed. The beauty of it is, you can do it with 
your eyes open looking at someone who's stressing you. You can do that 
if you've got tube rage or road rage, or the new modern day rage that we 
have, which is email or text rage, that is a thing. Sometimes you can't 
type the words fast enough because you're so hyped up by the email 
response, and it's just really taking a step back and allowing me to guide 
you. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. 

Angelique P: That's sometimes what we need, because I mean as a therapist myself, I 
consult with other therapists for my own health, like now I'm postpartum, 
so it's been seven months. I'd like to take this moment to apologize to any 



   
 

woman there if I ever thought that by seven months you should be on it, 
you should be back, because hell no, I still call myself a new mom 
because I still feel like I have not slept in months. Being at this stage of 
my life now, I remember what it's like to have your hormones out of 
whack, because postpartum, you're going through a hormonal storm 
again. You can't, what is the word, you lose your thought as well by the 
way, so I apologize for that, but you can't treat yourself. That's why you 
go and see a therapist. 

 If you're coming to see me, I'd want you to allow and to really climb into 
the process with me, and go on the journey with me and trust me 100%, 
so that we can get to the root cause, and I may see something that Dr. 
Google didn't show you. 

Steph G (host): There's an aspect of sort of letting go or releasing, like needing to be in 
such tight control, and I think that sort of hearkens back to what you were 
saying about this period in your life where you went the complete 
opposite way of what you were struggling with, which was the disordered 
eating, eating disorder stuff, and the thing that that guy said to you, which 
was like, "Well, you've got to control this." I think you hit on something 
that I just wanted to emphasize there, which is like when you decide, 
"Okay, I can't do this alone," that's okay, and that's actually a really 
vulnerable and brave thing, but so often we're told I guess by society that, 
"No, you should have your shit together." 

Angelique P: Totally. 

Steph G (host): Right, "You've got to buck up and do this on your own." I think we feel like 
if we ask for help and if we sort of surrender a little bit to that process, it 
means we've failed.  

Angelique P: Exactly, that we're suddenly weak. I think that's definitely something that I 
felt, like you've really hit the nail on the head there, because I thought, "I 
need to be able to do this, I'm strong, I need to be able to do all of this 
myself," but you don't. Rome wasn't built from one person. I always used 
to joke, "Rome wasn't built in a day because I wasn't the foreman," which 
because that's how I felt, I felt like I could do it all and I'm the boss of this 
and I'm doing it, but no. I've noticed now, I think it was probably from the 
first miscarriage, was what really drove it home for me as well, is you 
don't always have control over everything.  

 Asking for help is an amazing thing, because you do, it gets you to that 
state where you've actually recognized that you need help. It's quite a 
vulnerable state, but you learn so much from that, and then your network 
just becomes so much bigger as well. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. I love how your book breaks down these hormones, like we've 
sort of scratched the surface here, but this is such a complex topic, and 
like you said, everything feeds back into everything else. I love how 
you've broken this down and you have six pillars of balance, and by the 



   
 

way, I love that you, this book is not called The Balance Diet, I love that. I 
love that it's called The Balance Plan. 

Angelique P: That was one of my criteria. I was like, "I'm not very fussy, but I can't have 
the word 'diet' in the title." 

Steph G (host): Yeah, I love that, but you have your six pillars of balance, so I'm 
wondering if you can give us just a really super quick primer, because 
obviously if folks are interested they can go pick up the book, and we'll 
link to that in the show notes, but give us a quick overview of then, okay, 
something's wrong, we understand what the major players are and how 
hormones work, now what do we ... Like how are we going to attack this 
in a systematic way? 

Angelique P: Perfect. The pillars that I've put together, you don't have to be doing 
everything all the time, so again, it's about that consistency above 
perfection. We're talking about nourishing the body has to be the primary 
thing, the food that we eat are the raw materials, when they get broken 
down in the body they become the raw materials to build your hormones. 
It's not only your hormones that need them, so we need to be making 
sure that we've got enough nutrients coming in, so we nourish the body 
that way. We balance, by balancing your blood sugar levels, that is so 
well-known now, but it's really the cornerstone of health, making sure 
those blood sugar levels are balanced, and also your gut flora and your 
digestion. 

 You need to be pooping, you need to have the right bugs in your gut for 
healthy hormones. Then cleanse, I'm not talking about going on a strict 
detox, and I always get so worried at some of the detoxes that are out 
there, and I think just work with a therapist, like work with a nutritionist to 
do a guided detox. I do detoxes with clients, but I'm more about bringing 
in what I call my "detox worriers", and these are the guys that help your 
body detox every day, because you need to detox to get rid of hormones, 
you need to detox to make hormones. Then it's about restoring, so it's like 
really nurturing, really looking after your adrenal glands, so those stress 
hormones, and looking after your thyroid as well, and getting in some 
daily movements, move is a big pillar of mine as well. 

 I'm not a physical or personal trainer, so I'm giving you my thoughts on 
movement and what you can do, but you know simple things, just getting 
some movement in every day. Then rest, we are totally going against 
what nature wanted us to do, we've got this [inaudible 00:41:34], like who 
goes to bed with their iPhones, I wanted to say there's other phones on 
the market as well, but on their smartphones or on your tablet. Like we've 
just got this light coming at us all the time, and it actually disrupts our 
circadian rhythm, so our sleep/wake cycles get disrupted, so cortisol 
stays high and we're not able to switch over into melatonin, which is your 
sleep hormone. Suddenly, we're not able to sleep anymore. That's what 
the pillars of balance are about. 



   
 

Steph G (host): It's absolutely fantastic, and I just love how you have laid it out because, 
and I'm looking at the book right now actually as we're talking, and you 
know you've got these short little, sort of punchy things that people can do 
to really ... You're not just like, "Well, this is what's wrong with us, and you 
know so go fix it yourself," like you really do a fantastic job of laying this 
out and making it very easy for people to sort of pick and choose different 
things to try. I think it's absolutely fantastic, and the food looks incredible 
as well. They've got recipes in the back too, for people who are like, "I 
have no idea what to cook." 

Angelique P: I just want to hug you. I honestly gave the biggest manuscript in the entire 
world, I think I had about 50,000 words. 

Steph G (host): Wow. 

Angelique P: They worked really hard to condense the information and to really help 
me extract what you can do, because that was what I said, "Help me to 
get the points of the book out that will help you right now, and that's what I 
want," and that's what I do in clinic as well. Hearing you say that, it's just 
made my day. I'm so glad you have my book, it's wonderful. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, it's fantastic. Is there anything else about the book and this project 
that's come to light for you? I mean, are you hearing from people who are 
implementing it around the world, folks that you probably would never 
work with in person, like how has that been for you to see it, I mean 
you've seen it come to life, but now that you're hearing from people who 
are using that resource? 

Angelique P: I've honestly cried a few times. I'm a sensitive person by nature, but just 
the overwhelming wonderful response, and the fact that women have 
been reaching out saying, you know like, "Thank you, I have hope again." 
It makes me feel so grateful and so privileged that I was able to be that 
person to give that hope, and that they're going to be following the advice, 
and that they can find this tribe of people that are going through the 
same, and can start really finding those people to lift them up. I've been 
down there, I know what it feels like to feel like there's just no light at the 
end of the tunnel. The immense privilege that I'm able to share that with 
people, and as you say, people that I would maybe never have heard of 
or would never have come across my work in any other way, it's just 
incredible that they have found the book and that they're enjoying the 
book. 

 It's not going to be to everyone's tastes, the recipes, and that's another 
thing that I say to people, you know like, "Find the foundation, and if you 
don't like the taste of something, create something that's your own." 
Adapt the recipes, make them your own, as long as you're following the 
main foundations and sticking to what I love to talk about, which is the 
80/20 rule, that you are able to do it consistently. I hope that's answered 
the question, I went of on a [crosstalk 00:45:31]. 



   
 

Steph G (host): Yeah no, absolutely. I guess it's sort of a full circle moment for you, in a 
way. 

Angelique P: Yeah, absolutely. It's like, "Oh my God, I can't believe it." I love that I was 
able to share that, and that there's so much ... The other thing that I'm 
really so grateful for is that I was able to give it in digestible pieces, as 
you said. I think that's a big plus. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. This has been so fun. Before we hop off, I have a section of 
the show that I call the rapid fire questions round I guess, and it's just 
some quick questions where you just answer the first thing that comes to 
your mind. 

Angelique P: Oh my God, but I'm Greek, I can't even say one word. 

Steph G (host): It doesn't have to be one word, it can just be just whatever comes to your 
brain. 

Angelique P: Okay, let's do it. 

Steph G (host): All right, so favorite bedtime ritual. 

Angelique P: Deep breathing. 

Steph G (host): Ah yes, your four seven, right? 

Angelique P: That's right. 

Steph G (host): I love it. One food you'll probably never get sick of. 

Angelique P: Duck, how random. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, that is random. A book that you really love, besides your own. 

Angelique P: The Alchemist. 

Steph G (host): Kale, yes or no? 

Angelique P: Definitely, but it needs to be massaged a bit. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, yeah. I ask this question because I had somebody to tell me to put 
kale in a smoothie one time, and I was like, "Never am I doing that again," 
but I love kale, just not in every preparation. If you could go back to when 
you were a teenager, advice that you would give yourself. 

Angelique P: "Chill." 

Steph G (host): Such a good one. Then the last question, in your opinion, what is the 
most important ingredient in building unbreakable humans? 



   
 

Angelique P: Love and support. 

Steph G (host): I love that. Thank you, that was fun. 

Angelique P: I just wanted to say, my favorite bedtime ritual now as well is also looking 
at my baby's face, I love that. 

Steph G (host): Right, babies have that quality, I mean I don't have kids, but every time I 
see my baby, like a bunch of my friends have babies now, and they'll 
come over and visit or something, and I'm like, "I've just stared at you for 
the last 30 minutes, it's just a thing, it's just our brains," it's amazing. 

Angelique P: Incredible, yeah. 

Steph G (host): She's super cute, because I see pictures of her on your Instagram, and 
I'm like, "Oh, come on, cutest baby ever on the planet." 

Angelique P: I'm sorry, I am that mom, it's just photos everywhere. My friend messaged 
me, she's like, "Oh, you've got your first baby crush." 

Steph G (host): Hey, I mean I think, you know it's a special thing for any parent, but 
especially for the things that you've endured to have her now, so I can 
understand. 

Angelique P: Thank you. 

Steph G (host): We never stay the same, even as people online who have these sort of 
communities and things that we do, like we evolve, we're real people. 
Yeah, it's going to make sense, like you have this amazing, cute, 
wonderful baby, you're going to talk about her and she's part of your life 
and you love her. To expect that you would stay the same as a person 
and just only ever talk about whatever, food, post pictures of food, 
Angelique, you'll be fine, like that's just denying you your humanity. 

Angelique P: I actually started with being mainly just about getting sugar out of the diet, 
and so I've definitely, there's been quite an evolution already happening. 
Can I just say one thing about kale? 

Steph G (host): Yeah, go ahead. 

Angelique P: If you don't like kale, there's so many other things you can eat. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. 

Angelique P: I have people that are like, "I eat it, it just makes me feel terrible," I'm like, 
"Well, then don't eat it." That's when we stop at all eating healthy, it's so 
boring, there's no boiled vegetable in sight in my house. If you don't love 
it, don't eat it. 



   
 

Steph G (host): I love that, and that's also something that I have come to use in my own 
life and with folks I work with. I'm like, "Even if a food is 'unhealthy' and 
you absolutely hate, like you've given it a fair shot, give it a fair shot at 
least." 

Angelique P: Give it a fair shot, yeah. 

Steph G (host): If you've given it your fair shot and you're like, "Nope, my body just rejects 
this for whatever reason," I mean, move on, you're right, there's so much 
other stuff that you can eat that's going to give you the nourishment that 
you require. 

Angelique P: That's definitely, so if you've massaged your kale, if you've blended your 
kale, if you've tried to make it into a chip and you don't like it, move on, it's 
cool. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. Well, this has been so fun to finally get to chat with you in real 
life, after sort of low-key stalking you on your Instagram. 

Angelique P: I definitely stalk you. By the way, I have to just say that you are incredible. 

Steph G (host): Thank you. 

Angelique P: I just need to put that out there right now, and I'm just in awe of all that 
you do online, and so much of your time and of you as a person, that you 
give to all of us. Oh my God, you can really lift some weights. 

Steph G (host): Thank you, thank you. 

Angelique P: It's amazing. 

Steph G (host): Thank you, I have fun doing it, and so I hope that that's what comes 
across. 

Angelique P: Yeah, definitely. 

Steph G (host): I found my fun thing, and it's not for everyone necessarily, but I just want 
people to find what they really enjoy doing and just do it, because then 
they'll be consistent, and everybody's going to be happy. 

Angelique P: That's it, exactly. You definitely look like you enjoy it. 

Steph G (host): I do, I do. 

Angelique P: That's good. 

Steph G (host): Let us know where we can find you online, and a little bit more about 
when your book comes out in the states. 



   
 

Angelique P: Okay great, yeah, I'd love for you to join me online. I'm on Instagram 
@AngeliquePanagos, I'm also on Twitter, which is APNutrition, and you 
can find me on Facebook, Angelique Panagos nutrition, and my website 
is angeliquepanagos.com. I am thrilled that my book will be out in the 
states on the 3rd of October, it's already on Amazon now, which is 
incredible. 

Steph G (host): Cool, cool. 

Angelique P: I'd love if you guys do get ahold of it, and if anyone reads it, if you could 
send me some photos, I'd love to see. 

Steph G (host): Awesome, well we are going to link that up in the show notes as well, so if 
people are like, "I don't remember what her name was or how to spell it or 
whatever," just go to the show notes for this episode, you can click there, 
get the book. It's fantastic, like I said, I have it right here, it's beautifully 
done, and just so happy for you. Angelique Panagos, thank you so much 
for being on Harder to Kill Radio. 

Angelique P: Thank you so much for having me. 

Steph G (host): It's been my pleasure, thanks. All right, I hope you found this week's 
episode with Angelique Panagos as inspirational and interesting as I did, 
she truly is such a wonderful force in the world who's really helping to 
change the way that we as women talk about hormones and think about 
them, and the role that they play in our lives. If you'd like to stay 
connected with Angelique and pick up her book, you can grab show notes 
for this episode, including full transcription of every episode at 
stupideasypaleo.com. Just hop over to the show notes, you can find all of 
those links for this episode. If you have a second, I would be so 
appreciative, leave a short review and a rating over at iTunes. If you're 
listening there, hit subscribe, it helps to automatically upload the episode 
directly to your device when I push "publish" each week, and it has the 
wonderful side effect of helping new people find the show, so that would 
mean a tremendous amount. All right, until next week, stay healthy, 
happy, and of course, harder to kill. 
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